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Greetings fellow DFC’ers,

APRIL
Wednesday,
April 10, 2019

Chit-Chat & Dinner: 6:00
Meeting/Guest Speaker: 7:00

Elks Lodge
1775 West Chandler Blvd.
Chandler, Arizona 85224

It’s April and winter is winding down, (well our winter anyway). Talking with fellow club members and checking the fishing reports it sounds like fish are starting
their spawning activities. What does this all mean. Pack your gear and get fishing,
besides 9 out of 10 doctors recommend fly fishing. The other is a bowler. If you’re
new to fly fishing have no fear. We have our intro to fly fishing on April 6 and our
Fly Fishing 202 on April 20. Both are great starts for beginners. Check out additional details inside this newsletter.
Our much anticipated Lee’s Ferry trip is April 11th-14th see Joe Staller for more
information. See page 4 with Joe's details.
This months speaker is one of our past Presidents and life member Cinda Howard, she will be giving
us a presentation on everything you want and need to know about fishing in the White Mountains. An
information filled night for sure, you won’t want to miss her.
Tight lines,
Frank Schettino

DFC Club Meeting April 10, 2019

CINDA HOWARD

Let’s share an evening with Trout Bum, Cinda Howard.
Cinda will discuss her favorite beat... the White Mountains.
Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting,
followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!

DFC April notes to keep in mind...
FLY FISHERS
INTERNATIONAL

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Saturday, April 6, 2019 • 8:00 - 10:00 AM

INTRO TO FLY FISHING

McQueen Park
Host: Gentry Smith • design@gentrysmith.com
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DFC Heads-Up Alert for May
Saturday, May 18, 2019 • 7:00 AM - 12:00 PM

STREAM SIDE CLINIC
at the Lower Salt River

Additional information to follow at April Club Meeting
It has always been my private conviction that any man who pits his intelligence against a fish and loses has it coming.

Desert Fly Casters

Dave Weaver is building another great
fly rod for our annual

DFC MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the sport of fly
fishing in Arizona through
education, conservation
and community outreach
efforts by:
• Providing Education
classes and clinics on fly
fishing, fly casting, fly
tying, rod building and
other associated skills

DFC
MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE

• Committing to conserve,
restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries
• Making fishing
approachable, enjoyable
and safe in family friendly
environment
• Promoting responsible
angling practices

Editor's Notes an' Ramblings...
My wife, Margo, and I attended the annual DFC banquet once again sitting with
friends we always sit with for the evenings festivities. Tom Soldat and his wife we
see only once a year lately…just at the banquet. Tom contributed some articles to
our hard hitting Trout Bum newsletter a few years back. I always enjoyed his contributions. Later in the evening Tom got my attention and told me of an incident
he experienced involving Moths. I asked if he’d write about his experience- which
is presented in his own words herein our April newsletter issue. Thank you Tom.
Now I got thinking of Moths and found a couple in my wallet…Moths in one of my
short stories I thought of doing for the DFC newsletter. Moths in my fly vest, which
I can’t remember when I last put it on. Moths in my old white D-Backs baseball
cap. Moths in my stream side journal I kept when fishing the Pere Marquette river
in Michigan, back in 1998. OMG I found Moths hiding everywhere! …in my computer….in the attic of my mind….Moths on this page and that page. Wha' gives??

CATCH US HERE:
Desert Fly Casters
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www.desertflycasters.com
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Programs
Mike Faulkinbury
Outings
Joe Staller
Membership
Brian Foss
Website
Bill Batchelor
News Letter Editor
Robert McKeon

Annual Membership Drive!

The DFC 2019 Annual Membership Drive began December 1, 2019. The
incentive this year is a chance to win a very special fly rod – Once again
our fly rod guru, Dave Weaver, is making up a custom membership
rod..a 10 ft 5 wt Quick Line. You don’t what to miss out on getting
a free ticket for this fly rod raffle. Renew January 1 through April
10, 2019 (the general meeting) and receive one free special raffle
ticket for Dave's special fly rod. All LifeTime DFC members recieve
automatically 2 tickets.
Your membership dues of $35 help the club offer outings, classes,
and other activities throughout the year. Only current members can
attend club sponsored outings; and most classes are for Members
Only.
2019 membership dues are still $35. Our newsletter is in full color and is
e-mailed to members each month.
You can renew by mail to Desert Fly Casters, PO Box 6404, Chandler,
AZ 85226. Membership forms for mailing can be printed from our
website at http://www.desertflycasters.com.
Any questions? Catch me, Brian Foss, DFC Memebrship Guy at:
bfossfly@gmail.com

Bob McKeon,

DFC Newsletter Editor, Graphic Guru,
Head Wrangler of Stuff, Certified
Lawn Tosser of Old Rods an' things.
Questions/Comments?
Catch me at:
rmckeon2@cox.net

I must admit being the editor here gives me time to dream of streams I’ve gotta fish
in my 2nd life. Our Trout Bum friend, Jim Strogen, gave me a good reason to venture out some day and try my skills at once again tossing one of my fly rods. Jim’s
wonderful photography of these streams tell much, adding visuals to his writings,
while documenting a moment to keep in our minds of that certain fishing experience. Jim’s latest article and photography are found on page 6 & 7 herein.
Jim is, writer/columnist for the Payson Roundup Newspaper. His column, Life on
the Fly, must mean he gets to travel the back roads and do some fishing…what a
life. Yeah, find something you like to do! Thank you, Jim, for sharing your experiences with us once again.
Ahh…yes, an old friend has returned, Tom Harvath
Tom will be our Guest Head Wrangler for fly tying
the Intermediate Session on Wednesday, April 24,
2019. See page 7 for details. Thanks, Tom, for all of
your help. Happy to see you back with your sense
of humor, fly fishing knowledge and inspiration….
you’re always fun to be around and hang with at
our meetings.
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Desert Fly Casters

This event happened before the "Bear Wallow Fire."

    It was September, rained during the day, we arrived at our place
in Alpine just before dark.
    Upon arrival, one of the first things that needs to be done is to
open the shutters on the house. When I did this, I discovered the inside covered with MOTHS. You could not see any shutter, just Moths,
wing to wing, shoulder to shoulder, if Moths have shoulders!
     When I turned on the deck light, the Moths began to stir one or
two at a time. Almost dark, a few bats were instantly alerted and
began to dive on the waiting feast.
     We sat on the deck chairs, just below the light and were treated
to a spectacle we have never seen before or since.
   The bats would sweep down and remarkable as it seems, catch a
Moth between it's feet, transferring it to the pouch between it's tiny
legs then curving it's body to put the Moth carefully in it's little
maw to eat the little treat removing the wings leaving them to f lutter to a pile on the deck. There were a lot of Moth wings.
     This natural spectacle continued until the Moths were consumed.
To watch this sight, makes one transfixed with it's wonder and beauty.
     The next morning, I arrived at Big Like, South cove, it was justbeginning to get light. I had staged my gear so I was in the water in
no time.
     When I launched my Fat Cat, still quite dark, I could just make out
something was covering the water.
    Not paying a lot of attention, but as light began to illuminate the
water, I could see it was covered with what I took to be leaves.
     I didn't remember the previous day to be windy so I wondered how
this could have happened...
     When I say the lake was covered, I mean for an area of hundreds
of yards, quite amazing!
     As the lake gained light, I looked a little closer at the leaves surrounding my tube. More amazement!
     The leaves were not leaves at all...
     Imagine, just for a minute when you discover not leaves but millions of Moth wings!
    Also, imagine the number of Moths it took to do this and the number of bats involved.
     South Cove installed a solar power light a few years ago and must
attract insects with it's glow, it certainly did that night!
     This is just another thing that brings enjoyment to Trout fishing.
Being able to see up close the wonders of our natural world.
    Like the Osprey that took a fish not 8 feet behind me scaring years
off my life...
   My morning at Big Lake was successful even before I started to
catch fish and one more pleasure, to be able to share the story with
others.
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Questions/Comments?...Catch Tom Soldate at: TGSoldat@aol.com
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Lees
Ferry
Outing
April 11-14, 2019
Joe
Staller
joestaller@yahoo.com

Due to some personal issues, I’m really late in getting out the information about the April
11-14 outing. The basic premise for this trip is that anglers can fish the walk-in section,
hire a guide and go up-river, bring your own power boat and go up river, or use a backhaul
service to take a raft, canoe or large kick boat (along with your camping gear) and spend
two nights on the river.
I have recently learned that many of the guides are booked up for the weekend of April 1214, but it is probably still worth it to make a call to Lees Ferry Anglers, or Dave Fosters Lees
Ferry on the Fly operations if you are interested in a guided trip. These operations can also
arrange for a backhaul raft trip if you are interested.
At this late stage, however, the most likely scenario is that you bring your own power boat
or plan on fishing the walk-in section. Lodging can be either at the campground (first
come first serve) at Cliff Dwellers Lodge, or at Marble Canyon lodge.

Campground:

Lees Ferry Campground
51 designated sites. No hookups. RV dump station. Grills provided, no ground fires outside
grill. Quiet time 10 pm-6 am. Modern bathroom/comfort station. Potable water available.
Launch ramp within 2 miles. Gas and supply store at Marble Canyon, about 5 miles away.
No reservations. $20 per site per night.

Other lodging options:

Marble canyon Lodge. (928) 355-2225
Cliff Dwellers Lodge: (928) 355-2261

Guide services:

Lees Ferry Anglers and Fly Shop. https://leesferry.com/ (800) 962-9755
or (928) 355-2261

Lees Ferry On the Fly:

http://leesferryonthefly.com/ Dave Foster: (928) 326-1162)

If you need more information, please catch Joe Staller
at: joestaller@yahoo.com

Intro to Fly Fishing • April 6, 2019
Date: Saturday, April 6th, 2019 • Time: 8:00 am – 10 am
Cost: This is a FREE event!
Eligibility: This event is open to the public—bring a friend!
RSVP: Gentry Smith • Design@GentrySmith.com • (480) 213-0372
Location: Gilbert’s McQueen Park
This introduction to fly fishing course will teach beginning anglers the basics
of the sport. The class will cover equipment and techniques such as picking out
your first fly rod and matching fly line, tying 3-basic angling knots, and how to
make a proper fly cast. If you have your own rod, bring it. Otherwise, you can
borrow one from the club. Please, RSVP so that we can plan accordingly.

Desert Fly Casters

2019
DFC
OUTINGS
SCHEDULE

Joe
Staller

The Go-To Outings
Chairman Guy

joestaller@yahoo.com
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Time to
Enjoy
Spring
Stream
Fishing

by
Jim Strogen
Tom Herman on Upper East Verde
The flow now is probably more than
3x the normal summer flow

East Verde River...At Verde Glen

Stream fishing is only two hours away from the Valley just
outside of Payson. The spring/ summer AZGFD stocking
schedule should be on-line soon, with trout in streams the
first week in April. They generally stock the streams on
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays to prepare for the folks
coming up from the Valley on the weekend. Rim lakes are a
bit dependent on access, but are also scheduled to be stocked
starting in April.
Perhaps you already know about this feature on the stocking schedule, but if not and you are trying a stream that is
new to you, be sure to click on the name of the stream. It will
display a map that denotes stocking locations on that particular stream. This is important because AZGFD studies
have determined that the stocked fish generally don’t move
very far from their stocking locations. Another benefit that
DFC folks have is your connection to Payson Flycasters’ Club
members!
We fish the streams up here all the time, and would be
happy to offer advice on places to try or let you know what
has been working well for us lately. For example, once I have
a handle on when they will be stocking, I plan my trip early
the next day and certainly not on a weekend midday. I also
have success fishing on Monday or Tuesday after they have
stocked for a couple weeks.
I love to stream fish for trout, so I actually have been fishing Tonto Creek for the last couple months. I never expect to
catch many fish before the spring stocking, but I enjoy getting out and doing some stream casting and love seeing Tonto
Creek with so much water in it. This early time of the year
provides entirely new water to fish as the high water conditions have moved stuff around and created pools and cover
that wasn’t there last fall.
Horton Creek normally runs underground for the last half
mile except during the monsoon and winter snows. It has
been f lowing all the way to Tonto Creek above ground for
the last few months so I have been able to get a couple brown
trout in Tonto Creek each trip I’ve made and not had to trek
up Horton to get them.
I really missed fishing the East Verde River last year as it
remained dry in most sections all year. It is largely dependent
on the f low SRP allows for release out of CC Cragin Reservoir.
There is plenty of water f lowing in the East Verde right now,
and with the reservoir being full I anticipate a nice f low into
the river all summer. Just like Tonto Creek, the East Verde
has changed significantly from the last time I fished it. The
impact of the Highline Fire has continued to cause quite a
bit of debris to f low down the East Verde from Water Wheel
downstream. The amount and height of the debris provides
an immediate reminder to all of us to be cautious when we
use the river and always be aware of f lash f lood potential.
We all hope that the precipitation we got this winter will
help keep the forests open this summer. It was tough not being able to get in to the forest to fish from the end of May on.
That is another reason to come up to fish these streams soon!

Hip boots and a wading stick are good pieces of equipment to have with you for these
higher water conditions.
For those of you that would prefer to try
for wild trout and don’t want to chance the
roads to Canyon Creek or Haigler Creek,
there are wild trout options within about
30 minutes of Payson to consider. As I mentioned, Horton Creek has a great population of wild brown trout. Folks that fish
this creek regularly like the upper section
which is about 5 miles in from the parking
lot at the Tonto Creek/Haigler Creek conf luence parking lot.
Easier options for wild trout that involve
less hiking include the Upper East Verde
River for wild rainbows and Upper Christopher Creek for wild browns. Both of those
streams can be accessed by a dirt road that
takes you to an easy drop down to the creek
to start fishing. Horton Creek and the Upper East Verde River are under catch and
release regulations with single barbless
hooks. Upper Christopher will be stocked
with rainbows starting in April and is under regular fishing regulations all year.
During these higher water conditions,
I have caught many of my fish in eddies.
They have also tended to prefer larger f lies
than I use during the summer. I amfishing
with wet f lies (size 12-14) in two f ly rigs.
Wooly buggers (size 8-12) are certainly a
good option as well.
I recently had to keep a hold-over Tonto Creek rainbow trout for demonstration
purposes for my middle school and elementary after school f ly fishing classes. When I
keep a trout, I always examine the stomach
contents. A week prior, the kids had surveyed the bug population numbers from a
stretch just upstream from where I caught
this trout. Approximately 85% of the bugs
we surveyed were mayf ly nymphs (size
16-20), 10% were caddisf ly larvae (size
12-14) and we found only one crane f ly larva (size 8). The stomach contents led to a
great conversation with the kids as they offered great explanations for why the trout I
caught had about 60% cranef ly larvae, 30%
caddisf ly larvae, and about 10% mayf ly
nymphs.
Come on up to Rim Country and enjoy our
streams under ideal fishing conditions!

...continued on page 7 >

This pool is just below the Tonto/Horton Creek parking lot. The
eddy behind the stump on the other side of the creek is the kind
of water that I have been most successful catching fish in these
high water conditions. .

Upper East Verde River
Biggest trout I caught was about 7 inches. Some were only about
4 inches. But they were all beautiful and wild!

Time to Enjoy Spring Stream Fishing... .continued

East Verde River...Below 3rd Crossing

Tonto Creek
This photo shows one of the stream improvement structures that Curt Gill talked about
doing exactly what it is designed to do. Folks
may have also seen this type on Canyon
Creek and it is a type that will likely be going
into the East Verde with the financial help of
DFC and others.
The design is such that for normal water
conditions the log is about 3 ft above the
water. High water at first.curs under to gauge
out a hole, and then continues to deepen it
as it goes over the top. In normal flow the
log becomes a shade structure that the trout
react to

Productive area on Tonto Creek

This isn't the stomach contents, but shows the 3
types I found and wrote about in the piece. Crane
fly larvae above Lincoln's head, typical mayfly
nymphs on the left, and a representation of some
of the caddisfly larvae in the creek by the date.

Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly - Payson Roundup Newspaper
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com • Photography by Jim Strogen

Fly Tying Corner

Intermediate session • Wednesday, April 24, 2019 • 6:30 - 6:30 PM
McQueen Park Recreation Field (Located on the 510 N Horne, Gilbert)

Tom Horvath will be our guest fly tyer.

We will tie the two Carp flies (that did not go to the museum). Material will be provided.

April Flies of the Month

Headstand Carp Fly
Hook: #08 Tiemco 2457
Eyes: Silver Medium Bead Chain Eyes
Thread: Tan UTC 70
Tail: Tan Fox Hair
Body1: Rust Hareline Dubbing
Body2: Brown Hackle
Rib: Copper Small Wire
Legs: Pumpkin Barred Crazy Legs
Collar: Peacock Sword
Head: Orange Trilobal STS Dubbing
http://intheriffle.com/fishing-videos/flytying/headstand-carp-fly/

Landon Mayer mini leech
Hook: Tiemco 2488 size 14
Thread: UTC Black 70 Denier
Body: UTC Holo Tinsel medium brown
Body: Zonked Pine Squirrel brown
Hackle: Ostrich Herl black
Sizes: 14, 16 • Colors: Black, Olive, Brown

For more information or to sign up, send email to:

Bob Harrison harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743
Also, talk text or call me if interested in starting a session for tying patterns
for outings a couple months out. If enough interest, we can work out shen and where.
Rememer to thank Tim Oliver when you see him for March tying session.
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2019 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DATES TO KEEP IN MIND...2019/20

Frank Schettino- President
Joe Staller-Vice President
Valerie Staller- Treasurer
Marie McClearn- Secretary
Outings- Joe Staller

Saturday, April 6, 2019
Intro to Fly Fishing

Programs- Mike Faulkinbury
Retail/Books/Logo -Jerry King
Membership- Brian Foss
Education- Jack Dengel
Conservation- Joe Miller/Dick Brooks
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Raffles- Mike Monroe
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Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor
Member at Large
Dick Brooks, David Huang,
Charlie Rosser, J.C. Roberson
David Weaver
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

Host: Gentry Smith • design@gentrysmith.com

April 11-14, 2019
Lee’s Ferry Outing

Host: Joe Staller • joestaller@yahoo.com

Saturday, May 4, 2019

Senaca Lake

Host: Joe Staller • joestaller@yahoo.com

Saturday, May 11, 2019 • 8:00-10:00 AM

DFC Casting Meet-Up • McQueen Park
Host: TBA at April club meeting

We thank John McPherson for use permission
Check out his website for more of his cartoons. This cartoon is the copyright property of John McPherson, all rights reserved.

